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Customer’s Industry and Business
This large international financial services firm provides real-time payment services to hundreds of merchants and
thousands of public end-user customers. The Company provides credit card services, mobile and online payment
services, and Point-of-Sale solutions to merchants, enterprises and public consumers.
Since the company provides payment services in real-time, it incurs huge damage to its reputation and
inconvenience to its extensive customer base when its website and application systems go down.
While DDoS attacks against this customer are rare, the potential service impact due to a DDoS attack is too great
to risk.

Customer’s Situation and Our Implemented Solutions

Need or Challenge that
customer was facing
To meet the financial regulatory
requirement of the government body,
DDoS protection is one measure to be
recommended to safeguard its online
system.
Customer required that it did not want to
have to support on-site equipment (CPE) for
DDoS protection.
Because the customer’s IT team is highly
occupied with internal system maintenance
and other on-going tasks; it was preferred
to have a more simplified network setup,
which does not require CPE for the DDoS
protection service.

How the proposed security
offering addressed the challenge

The Anti-DDoS Service from PCCW Global can help to
meet the compliance requirement.

PCCWG Global’s Anti-DDoS Service can inspect the
customer’s traffic in the PCCW Global network to
detect the DDoS attack. With this approach, no CPE is
needed to be installed at the customer’s site.

PCCW Global proposed the Always-On operation
mode.

Customer cannot afford any disruption to
the active use of its system, so the activation
of DDoS mitigation needed to be quick to
minimize system downtime.

This approach enables the customer’s IP traffic to
pass through PCCW Global’s scrubbing center (SC)
for real-time traffic inspection. The SC will activate
DDoS traffic mitigation as long as the DDoS attack is
detected.
This approach shortens the triggering time of DDoS
mitigation because it eliminates the operation steps
(and time) to divert the traffic to the SC during a DDoS
attack.
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Need or Challenge that
customer was facing

Since the customer’s servers are located
in Hong Kong, they have to respond to the
Internet user from China and require a
short latency path.
In this case, the anti-DDoS service shall
not degrade the connectivity performance
during non-attack times.
During a DDoS attack, the customer
understands the challenge for supporting
lower latency; longer latency is introduced in
order to maintain the servers’ availability.

How the proposed security
offering addressed the challenge

In the proposed solution, the traffic path is changed
only during the DDoS attack.
During non-attack periods, the IP traffic path does not
change. The traffic that originated from China takes
the shortest path to go to the customer’s Hong Kong
servers.
Only when a DDoS attack is detected, the Chinaoriginated traffic will be diverted to other regions, and
then back to Hong Kong. As a result, longer latency is
introduced, but the customer accepts this impact.

Always-On DDoS Protection Delivers Rapid Response During an Attack

PCCW Global Anti-DDoS Service offers real-time traffic inspection and the shortest traffic path for China traffic during normal
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PCCW Global Delivers Real-time DDoS Protection with Optimal Connectivity
PCCW Global delivers accurate and real-time DDoS protection, which aims at mitigating the DDoS attack as much
as possible. The anti-DDoS service is running a global distributed network with sufficient headroom to absorb the
sudden surge of traffic.
Key aspects of the solution included:
•

Deliver non-CPE solution with Always-on operation mode

•

Anti-DDoS service won’t change the traffic path of China-originated traffic during non-attack periods

•

The Hong Kong scrubbing center introduces short latency to the customer’s Hong Kong site, ~3ms, in AlwaysOn mode

Why Customer Chose PCCW Global
•

Multiple scrubbing centers, distributed in Asia, Europe and US regions for cleaning DDoS traffic

•

Simultaneously helps reduce latency impact

•

Simplifies the customer infrastructure with non-CPE DDoS protection

•

Solution

•

Smaller capex investment due to non-CPE solution in Always-On mode

Managed Security Services from PCCW Global
PCCW Global offers an enterprise security portfolio customised to your organisation’s needs. Unmatched in ability
to help you disrupt new threats, deploy security innovations and reduce the cost and complexity of IT security,
PCCW Global’s family of security services can safeguard your most critical data from compromise. These services
and more, when added to PCCW Global’s core networking and communications services, offer the industry’s most
robust cyber defence and data protection, enabling clients to maximise business operations while minimising
costs.

About PCCW Global Ltd

For more information, please contact: securitysales@pccwglobal.com

www.pccwglobal.com
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PCCW Global is a Top 10, Tier 1 global telecommunications and Internet services provider offering the latest voice,
data solutions and value-added services to multi-national enterprises and communication service providers. Our
global network footprint spans over 3,000 cities across 160+ countries across 5 continents, and combined with
local, on-the-ground resource knowledge, has helped us build best-in-class connections across the globe; and
especially in some of the most remote, hard-to-reach regions in exciting growth markets across Asia, Africa, Latin
America and the Middle East.

